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The Experts Weigh In

Fun Factor
We try to set ourselves apart
from other interior designers by
showing off our fun side. We
take things seriously, of course,
but we still like to be different
and have fun at the same time.
We hope that working in a fun
environment will inspire us and
lead us to produce good work
that our clients will appreciate.

Recent Highlights

Neu Konceptz was set up with the aim of creating smart homes
using design, systems and technology in its projects. The firm
offers services that range from conceptualisation to project
management, and everything else in between. The design firm
goes down a design path that is very accessible; its designs are
appreciated as much for their simplicity as their practicality.

• Although the company was started
in 2013, its team of designers
has more than eight years of experience
in interior design.
• Within a year, the company has already
completed numerous projects
including HDBs, condominiums and
even retail and commercial projects.

Prep Work
Before you meet up with your
designer, it would be helpful
if you could send them your
floorplans and let them know of
your requirements for a home.

From there, we can share ideas
and collaborate through the
process. If you need a guiding
hand, we’re always there to
offer advice.

Set The Stage
We work as a tightknit group
to come up with ideas for the
design, style and colours of
an interior. You can still offer
your input and opinions and
we can adjust our design
proposals accordingly. Once
the design has been finalised
and approved, we’ll be ready to
come up with a realistic timeline
to meet your schedule.

Project type 4-bedroom HDB
FLOOR AREA 1,000 sqft
Neu Konceptz keeps things contemporary and fresh with a restrained
palette and controlled lines. The neat and compact home adapts
clever strategies to maximise available space.
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Portfolio
Project Type
2-Bedroom Condominium
Floor Area
700 sqft

To many, a greyscale colour scheme for the home is one of the
safest decoration routes to follow. But truth be told, it’s not the
easiest thing to pull off, especially when one envisions something
quite dramatic. This apartment by Neu Konceptz, however, pulls
it off with great aplomb.

Showstopper
Neu Konceptz wastes no time in making
an impact with the living room. A
charcoal grey colour sweeps across
the wall on one side of the room. It is
accentuated by cove lighting to create a
sense of depth. Furniture like the sofa and
console follow suit with the dark colour,
but red soft furnishings like a rug and
throw add a welcome burst of colour.

By The Bar
Adding to the glamour of the home is a curved bar counter that sits next to the living room.
This multi-purpose space can be used as a typical serving bar or even a breakfast counter for
quick meals. A band of LED lights wraps around the counter to bring grandeur to the space.
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Private Corner
Keeping things consistent, the designers
adopted the same colour scheme in
the bathrooms. However, they also
took some liberties with textures. The
common and master bathrooms feature
tiles of various textures that invite the
eye to explore the spaces.

Clean Sweep
The apartment may only have a narrow
kitchen, but the designers made the
most of it with a galley kitchen. There
is ample preparation space on both
sides of the kitchen. Handle-less white
cabinets keep things streamlined to
draw one’s focus to the kitchen window.

Neu Konceptz

Being Bold
The bedroom has a distinctly masculine feel. The charcoal grey colour continues in the
curtains as well as the overarching headboard, which offers a cocooning effect to the bed.
Lighting is particularly important in the bedroom given the dark colour scheme. Here,
vertical feature lights on both sides of the bed make for bold design statements.
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